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Power generation by means of Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) has been proposed for 
harvesting the energy of a salinity gradient. Energy recovery by the PRO process 
decreases along the membrane module due to depleting of the chemical potential 
across the membrane and concentration polarization effects. A dual stage PRO (DSPRO) 
design can be used to rejuvenate the chemical potential difference and reduce the 
concentration polarization on feed solution. Several design configurations were 
suggested for the membrane module arrangements in the first and second stage of the 
PRO process. PRO performance was evaluated for a number of salinity gradients 
proposed by coupling Dead Sea water or Reverse Osmosis (RO) brine with seawater or 
wastewater effluent. Maximum specific energy of inlet and outlet feeds was calculated 
using a developed computer model to identify the amount of recovered and remaining 
energy. Initially, specific power generation by the PRO process increased by increasing 
the number of modules of the first stage. Maximum specific energy is calculated along 
the PRO module to understand the degradation of the maximum specific energy in each 
module before introducing a second stage PRO process. Adding a second stage PRO 
process resulted in a sharp increase of the chemical potential difference and the specific 
energy yield of the process. Between 10% and 13% increase of the specific power 
generation was achieved by the DSPRO process for the Dead Sea-seawater salinity 
gradient depending on the dual stage design configuration. For Dead Sea-RO brine, 12% 
to 16% increase of the specific power generation was achieved by the dual stage PRO 
process. For Dead Sea-wastewater and RO brine-wastewater, a neutral and sometimes 
negative impact occurred when a second stage PRO process was introduced. We 
concluded that, for a given draw solution concentration, dual stage performs better 
than the conventional PRO process at high feed salinities, yet requires lower hydraulic 
pressure.  
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1. Introduction:   
 
Salinity gradient is an interesting resource for power generation which is increasingly 
acknowledged as a cheap and efficient way for renewable energy [1-2]. Currently, there 
are two main techniques to extract energy from a salinity gradient; Reverse 
Electrodialysis (RED) and Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO). The former uses a stack of 
anion and cation exchange membranes placed in alternate positions to generate a 
voltage difference from the chemical potential difference of two solutions [3]. The latter 
has been under investigation over the last four decades [4-7]. PRO process converts the 
chemical potential of a salinity gradient resource into a hydrostatic potential and 
eventually to an energy source after passing through a hydro turbine system [6]. At 
onset, technical issues represented by finding a suitable membrane have adversely 
affected the efficiency of PRO process and lessened its attractiveness for further 
development [8-9]. Low membrane flux has been attributed to the severe concentration 
polarization (CP) phenomenon at the solution-membrane interface [9]. Intensive 
research, however, has led into the development of better performance PRO 
membranes and revolutionized the process [10-13]. Unsurprisingly, the number of 
research studies to explore the potential of PRO process on osmotic power plants has 
been increased over the last decade [14-18]. 
 
Developing a PRO membrane was a step forward towards high performance PRO 
process but has not entirely resolved the issue of unsatisfactory performance due to the 
concentration polarization effects and low chemical potential difference of a salinity 
gradient resource. Statkraft PRO pilot plant, the world first osmotic power plant, was a 
setback for the PRO process; the plant shut down shortly after starting due to an 
unsatisfactory performance [20]. Nevertheless, recent pilot plant studies reported 13.3 
W/m2 power density using a modified four ports Toyobo hollow fiber (HF) membrane 
and RO brine-wastewater effluent as a salinity gradient resource [10]. The modified 
Toyobo membrane has been able to reduce the effect of concentration polarization and 
maintaining the satisfactory power density at 30 bar hydraulic pressure. Pairing RO brine 
with wastewater effluent has overcome the problem of insufficient membrane flux 
associated with the low chemical potential of a salinity gradient resource which has 
been encountered in the Statkraft pilot plant. Mega-ton project has demonstrated a 
recurring interest in the process and potential application for power generation [21]. 
The other interesting finding which has been demonstrated by the project was the 
membrane capability to withstand an operating pressure of 30 bar [10]. This reflects the 
high mechanical strength of the new developed Toyobo membranes which has been an 
obstacle in the past. The application of high concentration brine (such as Dead Sea 
water) has been suggested in a number of studies to boost the performance of PRO 
process [8, 2017, 22]. However, the effects of concentration polarization and reverse 
salt diffusion on the membrane flux and performance intensify at elevated draw 
solution concentrations; this has been experimentally demonstrated in several studies 
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[23, 24]. Ignoring the effects of concentration polarization, a maximum power density of 
230 W/m2 can be achieved when Dead Sea water is coupled with 35 g/L seawater [25]. 
The maximum power density drops down to 70 W/m2 when the effect of concentration 
polarization is taken into account [25]. The implication of concentration polarization 
phenomenon on the performance of PRO process is usually realized by the reduction of 
membrane flux and power density. This affects the maximum osmotic energy that can 
be harvested by the PRO process especially when the concentration polarization 
phenomenon acts on both sides of the membrane. Unfortunately, concentration 
polarization is an inevitable phenomenon in the osmotically driven membrane 
technologies and can not be eliminated even in the most developed PRO membranes.  
 
In non-ideal systems, PRO process can only recover part of the salinity gradient energy 
while the non-recoverable energy remains in the salinity gradient resource for discharge. 
Practically, this reduces the efficiency of PRO process and makes its application less 
productive. Recent research has suggested adding a second stage PRO process to 
capture the rest of osmotic energy from the diluted draw solution before discharge [25-
27], hence maximizing the energy efficiency of PRO process. The diluted draw solution 
from the first stage and a raw feed solution are coupled to form the salinity gradient of 
the second stage [Figure 1]; this will rebuild the chemical potential difference across the 
PRO membrane. Therefore, the thermodynamic limits of conventional (single stage) and 
dual stage PRO process are different. Practically, the rejuvenated salinity gradient 
resource of the second stage of the dual stage PRO (DSPRO) induces a tangible increase 
of water flux across the PRO membrane. Previous studies referred to the advantage of 
DSPRO in reducing PRO membrane fouling when two different sources of feed solution 
were coupled with a draw solution [26]. The effect of feed and draw solution flow rates, 
feed pressure, and feed concentration on the performance of conventional PRO was 
evaluated in the previous studies [15]. However, the performance of DSPRO process 
needs to be characterized in terms of thermodynamic limits of the process and specific 
energy yield along the PRO module. This will provide more knowledge about the 
preferable configuration of membranes arrangement for the DSPRO process and 
justification for use instead of the conventional PRO process.  
 
In this paper, we performed an energy comparison simulation study between the 
conventional PRO and the DSPRO process to evaluate the energy efficiency of each 
system. Typically, the chemical potential of salinity gradient resources decreases along 
the membrane [17-18]. To address the impact of increasing number of membrane 
modules or area on the performance of PRO process, we suggested a number of 
scenarios for membrane modules arrangement and configuration in the first and second 
stage of the PRO process. Each design configuration addressed the impact of salinity 
gradient concentration and feed hydraulic pressure on the performance of single and 
DSPRO processes. The simulation results were analyzed to explain the advantages of the 




Figure 1: A) Schematic diagram of Dual Stage PRO process; B) Cross section of PRO 
membrane.  
 
2. Effect of membrane area: 
 
The driving force across the membrane in the PRO process is the osmotic pressure of 
the salinity gradient resource. Accordingly, the higher the difference between the 
concentration of draw and feed solutions is, the larger the driving force across the PRO 
membrane. As fresh water permeates across the membrane, draw solution becomes 
more diluted whereas the feed solution gets concentrated. This suggests that the driving 
force across the membrane decreases along the membrane module and adversely 
affects the permeate flow of the PRO process. Thermodynamically, the maximum 
energy that can be generated by the PRO process equals to the Gibbs free energy of 
mixing. However, the maximum specific energy that can be harvested by the PRO 
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process is only 70% to 90% of the specific Gibbs free energy of mixing for countercurrent 
PRO process [17]. Interestingly, the upper bound of the maximum extractable specific 
energy was in the case of Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resource compared to the 
other salinity gradient resources in which the feed solution was a river water or 
wastewater. The expression used to calculate the maximum specific energy, Emax, was 
derived from the equation of Gibbs free energy of mixing, 
nMG  [17]. Theoretically, Emax, 
yield of a PRO process operating in a countercurrent mode and under constant pressure 
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where, n is number of ions in solution, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in 
Kelvin, CD is the initial molar concentration of draw solution, and CF is the initial molar 
concentration of feed solution. In the case of using multi membrane modules, feed and 
draw solutions at the outlet of first PRO module form the salinity gradient resource for 
the second PRO module. The specific energy of the inlet and outlet salinity gradient 
resource, Ei and Eo respectively, can be calculated from the relevant inlet and outlet 
concentrations of draw and feed solutions. For two membrane modules PRO process, 
the specific energy of the outlet salinity gradient resource from the second membrane 
module represents the specific energy of the salinity gradient resource which has not 
been recovered by the PRO process, and is usually dissipated when the salinity gradient 
is discharged. The specific energy of outlet salinity gradient, which exits the PRO module, 
normalized by the maximum specific energy of salinity gradient resource gives the 




S o                [2] 
 
where, Eo is the specific energy of the outlet salinity gradient resource, and Emax is the 
maximum specific energy of the salinity gradient resource. S ratio represents the specific 
energy of the salinity gradient which has not been recovered by the PRO process; i.e. 
high S ratio refers to low energy recovery by the PRO process. Practically, PRO process is 
unable to recover the entire osmotic energy of a salinity gradient resource due to the 
process limitations represented by the concentration polarization and reverse salt 
diffusion. For non-ideal system, therefore, energy recovery by the PRO process would be 
lower than the maximum specific energy. The unrecovered osmotic energy by the PRO 
process is the specific energy of salinity gradient resource exiting the membrane; this 
energy is referred to Eo in Equation 2.  
 
For non-ideal system, energy recovery by the PRO process is lower than the maximum 
recoverable specific energy due to the effects of concentration polarization and salt 
back diffusion. DSPRO design concept manipulates the chemical potential difference 
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across the membrane to reduce the effect of concentration polarization and minimize Eo 
at the end of the process hence improving the process efficiency. Therefore, the effects 
of concentrative and dilutive concentration polarization were considered in estimating 
membrane flux of the PRO process.  
 
Previous studies suggested the following expression to calculate the membrane flux, Jw, 
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where,
Db and Fb  are the osmotic pressures of the bulk draw and feed solution, 
respectively, Aw is the water permeability coefficient, ∆P is the hydraulic pressure across 
the PRO membrane, k is the mass transfer coefficient, B is the solute permeability 
coefficient, K is the solute resistivity for diffusion within the porous support layer, and A 
is the membrane area. Equation 3 was experimentally developed to calculate Jw in a 
bench scale flat sheet membrane coupon. Yet, there is not any empirical formula to 
accurately calculate Jw in a full scale membrane module; hence equation 3 has been 
suggested for rough estimation of the membrane flux in a full scale membrane module 
[18]. Based on the previous study [18], the key parameters in Equation 3 were assumed 
as the following Aw = 6.7*10-4 m/h.bar, B = 4*10-4 m/h, k = 0.306 h/m, and K = 23 h/m. 
The temperature of feed and draw solution was 20 oC when the osmotic pressure was 
calculated. Equal feed and draw solution flow rates were assumed in the first and 
second stage and the initial flow rate of the first stage was 2000 L/m3. The bulk 
concentration of draw solution, CDB, is the average of inlet and outlet concentration of 
draw solution. We assumed PRO module of L length and divided into j number of equal 
sections; the length of each section is x (Figure 1B). The bulk concentration of draw 
solution at distance x from the membrane inlet,












             [4] 
 
where, xjDiC   and xjDoC  are the inlet and outlet concentrations of draw solution at 
distance x, and j is the number of section along the PRO module. We assumed a linear 
distribution of the bulk concentration due to insignificant difference compared to the 
logarithmic concentration of bulk solution [17, 18, 29]. Assuming a PRO membrane of 
perfect rejection to solutes, i.e. reflection coefficient is equal to a unity; the 
concentration of outlet draw solution is calculated from mass and flow balance equation. 
At the entrance of the first PRO module, the inlet concentration of draw solution; i.e. 
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CDi-xj =CDi-x1, is already known whereas the outlet concentration of draw solution, CDo-xj = 










        [5] 
 
where, QDi-xj is the draw solution inlet flow rate, CDi-xj is the draw solution inlet 
concentration and QDo-xj is the draw solution outlet flow rate. The calculated output 
parameters from the previous section will be the input parameter of next section; i.e. 
QDo-x1 = QDi-x2 and CDo-x1 = CDi-x2. Furthermore, QDo-xj is the sum of inlet flow rate of draw 
solution, QDi-xj, and permeate flow rate, Qp-xj, as in the following expression: 
 
xjpxjDixjDo QQQ   _       [6] 
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Similarly, the bulk concentration of feed solution, xjFbC  , is calculated from averaging the 










           [8] 
 
where, xjFiC  and xjFoC  are the concentration of inlet and outlet feed solution. The 
concentration of outlet solution is calculated form the mass and flow balance at the 
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where, CFi-xj is the feed solution inlet concentration, QFi-xj is the feed solution inlet flow 
rate and QFo-x is the feed solution outlet flow rate. And QFo-xj is equal to the difference 
between QFi-x and Qp-x; i.e. xjpxjFixjFo QQQ   . Compensating equation 9 in equation 
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Equations 7 and 10 estimate the bulk concentration of draw and feed solutions 
respectively; substituting equations 7 and 10 in equation 3 and using Van’t Hoff 




















































          
[11] 
 
where, ƞ is number of ions in the solute, R is the gas constant, and T is the Kelvin 
temperature (25 oC+298). It should be noted that feed concentrations in Equation 11 are 
in molar concentration. Jw-xj represents the membrane volumetric flow rate at distance x. 
The outlet concentration of draw and feed solutions, CDo-xj and CFo-xj, respectively, are 
calculated from rearranging equations 4 and 8 as the following: 
 
xjDixjDbxjDo CCC   2      [12A] 
 
xjFixjFbxjjFo CCC   2       [12B] 
 
where, CDb-xj and CFb-xj are the bulk concentration of draw and feed solutions. The local 
maximum specific energy of salinity gradient resource, Eo-xj, is defined as the maximum 
specific energy of the salinity gradient resource at distance xj along the membrane 
module and can be calculated from the respective draw and feed concentrations as in 















       [13] 
 
The local maximum specific energy is normalized by the maximum specific energy of the 
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where, Sxj-N is the normalized local maximum specific energy ratio. The normalized 
power generation by the PRO process is function of the hydraulic pressure, permeate 












              [15] 
 
where, Es-xj is the specific power generation by the PRO process, ∆P is the hydraulic 
pressure of the draw solution, Qp-xj is the permeate flow rate, and QFT-xj is the total flow 
rate of feed and draw solutions. In non-ideal system, the harvested specific energy by 
the PRO process is lower than the theoretical maximum specific energy estimated by 
equation 1 due to the reverse salt diffusion and effects of concentration polarization. 
However, the energy yield of PRO process can be maximized by adding extra modules to 
increase the membrane area [18]. The impact of membrane area on the energy 
efficiency of PRO process can be evaluated by calculating the local maximum specific 
energy along the membrane module. At any point along the PRO module, Sxj-N value 
represents the fraction of the osmotic energy ratio of the salinity gradient resource 
which is unrecovred by the PRO process.  Typically, Sxj-N decreases along the membrane 
module due to the dilution and concentration of the draw and feed solutions 
respectively. 
 
The effect of adding an extra PRO module was evaluated assuming the length of PRO 
module is 1 m whereas the length of each x section is 0.1 m and there are two PRO 
modules in series inside the PRO pressure vessel. Figure 2A shows a gradual decrease of 
the Sxj-N along the membrane modules due to the dilution and concentration of draw 
and feed solution, respectively. This results in a reduction of the chemical potential 
difference of the salinity gradient resource. Adding a second PRO module caused a 
further reduction of Sxj-N due to increased energy recovery of the PRO process. The 
impact of salinity gradient resource type on the specific energy recovery by the PRO 
process is illustrated in Figure 2A. Sxj-N of the salinity gradient resource at the outlet of 
first PRO module (1 meter long) represents the osmotic energy which has not been 
captured by the process; the Sxj-N at the outlet of first PRO module was 55%, 58% and 
68% for Dead Sea-RO brine, Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-wastewater salinity 
gradients respectively. The corresponding values for RO brine-wastewater and 
seawater-wastewater salinity gradients were 82% and 88% respectively; this refers to 
the low energy recovery by the first membrane module. In general, elevated Sxj-N values 
are an indicative of the low energy yield of the PRO process. Figure 2A also shows that 
Sxj-N at the outlet of second PRO module was higher in the case of Dead Sea-wastewater 
compared to the Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resources. 
This was attributed to the higher chemical potential difference across the membrane in 
the case of Dead Sea-wastewater salinity gradient resource. In this case, more 
membrane area is probably required for harvesting the energy of the salinity gradient 
resource. One of the limitations for increasing the number of membrane modules is the 
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inadequate membrane flux which decreases with the number of PRO modules [Figure 
2B]. For example, membrane flux decreased by factor of five, from 23 L/m2h to 5 L/m2h, 
at the end of PRO process for Dead Sea-RO brine.  
 




P to confirm the energy-efficiency of each membrane module in the 
PRO process. Power generation by the first membrane module was 55% to 68% of the 
total power generated by the PRO process [Figure 3]. For Dead Sea-seawater, power 
generation by the first PRO module was 68% of the total power generation. Adding a 
second membrane module increased the power generation of the PRO process but 
there is a limitation on adding extra modules due to the sharp decrease of the 
membrane flux [Figure 2B]. The combined effect of internal and external concentration 
polarization reduces chemical potential difference across the membrane which is usually 
manifested in a sharp drop of membrane flux across. This is particularly important at 
high concentration feed solutions which promotes the effect of concentrative 
concentration polarization. For example, Dead Sea-seawater salinity gradient resulted in 
a reduction of membrane flux from 33 L/m2h at the beginning of the first PRO module to 
6.6 L/m2h at the end of the second PRO module; this is about 5 times lower than initial 
membrane flux [Figure 2B]. For seawater-wastewater and RO brine-wastewater, 
membrane flux decreased from 19 L/m2h to 10 L/m2h at the end of second PRO module. 
Therefore, increasing the number of membrane modules will not significantly improve 
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Figure 2: Energy potential and membrane flux along PRO modules in the pressure vessel: 
A) maximum specific energy ratio of outlet salinity gradient; B) membrane flux along the 
membrane module. Dead Sea water (DS) is 5 M NaCl; RO brine is 1.2 M NaCl; seawater 
(SW) is 0.6 M NaCl; and wastewater (WW) is 0.017 M NaCl. The length of PRO module is 
1.0 m and there are 2 modules in the pressure vessel, each x section is 0.1 m length and 






























































stage 1: Elem 1
stage 1: Elem 2
stage 1: Elem 1+Elem 2
 
Figure 3: Specific power generation of element 1, and element 2 at different salinity 
gradient resources. Dead Sea water (DS) is 5 M NaCl; RO brine is 1.2 M NaCl; seawater 
(SW) is 0.6 M NaCl; and wastewater (WW) is 0.017 M NaCl. The length of PRO module is 
1.0 m and there are 2 modules in the pressure vessel.   
 
3. Increase number of stages  
 
Several techniques have been used to enhance the performance of PRO process such as 
increasing the concentration of draw solution to promote water flux across the 
membrane [17, 25]. However, the performance of PRO process can not always be 
improved by increasing the chemical potential difference across the PRO membrane due 
to the phenomenon of concentration polarization. Although high water flux across the 
membrane is desirable in the PRO process, it intensifies the effect of concentrative and 
dilutive concentration polarization at the feed and draw solution sides respectively. The 
combined effects of concentrative and dilutive concentration polarization reduce the 
membrane flux along the PRO module and the potential energy recovery from a salinity 
gradient resource. Unfortunately, the phenomenon of concentration polarization is 
inevitable in the osmotically driven membrane filtration processes and can not be 
avoided [28]. 
 
Osmotic energy is the main driving force in the PRO process; that is the difference in the 
osmotic pressure between the draw and feed solutions. Water permeation is induced by 
the osmotic pressure gradient across the membrane; hence the osmotic energy of 
salinity gradient resource decreases along the membrane module as the draw solution 
gets more diluted. On the other side of the membrane, feed solution becomes more 
concentrated which results in a sharp drop of the chemical potential difference across 
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the membrane. Concentrative concentration polarization, in particular, can not be easily 
alleviated and it increases with the increase of permeation flow. Recent studies 
proposed DSPRO process to enhance energy recovery from a salinity gradient resource 
[Figure 1] [25]. The first stage of the DSPRO is similar to a conventional (single stage) 
PRO process with the difference that part of the diluted draw solution, equals to the 
permeate flow rate, goes to a second stage PRO membrane instead of to a hydro 
turbine. A raw feed solution is used in the second stage of the DSPRO process [Figure 1]. 
Replacing the concentrated feed solution with a raw feed solution will restore the 
salinity gradient resource across the membrane and allow extra energy to be recovered 
by the PRO process. The second stage of the DSPRO process requires lower membrane 
area than the first stage because of the low feed flow rates into the PRO module. The 
membrane area of the second stage is estimated as the ratio of the first stage to second 
stage flow rates multiplied by the first stage membrane area. The second stage 












A        [16] 
 
where, A2-norm is the normalized membrane area of the second stage of the DSPRO 
process,  and QF1 and QF2 are the first and second stage feed solution flow rate. 
Practically, the draw solution flow rate of the second stage is equal to the permeate 
flow rate of the first stage hence second stage would require lower membrane area 
than the first stage. We assumed a negligible pressure loss in the first stage of the 
DSPRO process, hence feed pressure in the second stage is equal to that of the first 
stage of the DSPRO. Equation 11 was applied to calculate the membrane flux of the 
second stage using the respective feed concentrations. Several scenarios were 
suggested for the membrane modules arrangement in the first and second stage of the 
DSPRO process as illustrated in Table 1. These scenarios were suggested to evaluate the 
performance of single and dual stage PRO processes having equal number of PRO 
module and to provide an insight about the energy efficiency of each system based on 
the PRO modules configuration. This would also suggest the best configuration of PRO 
module arrangement in the pressure vessel to maximize the energy yield of the PRO 
process from a salinity gradient resource. A maximum number of three PRO modules 
were evaluated for the PRO process; this is because of the sharp drop of membrane flux 
with increasing the number of membrane modules as will be discussed later. Scenario 
one is the baseline for a conventional PRO process of a single membrane module. The 
number of PRO modules increased to two in scenario two for comparison with scenario 
four which has one element in each stage of the DSPRO process. Three PRO modules 
were considered in the conventional PRO in scenario 3 and used for comparison with 
scenarios five and six which represent the DSPRO process. Scenario five suggested one 
and two modules in the first stage and second stage of the DSPRO process respectively. 
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And finally, scenario six suggested two and one module in the first stage and second 
stage of the DSPRO process respectively.  
 
 
Table 1: PRO membrane modules arrangements in the first and second stage of the 
DSPRO process, the first two options are default for the conventional PRO process. 
Options 3 to 5 are for the DSPRO process; maximum number of modules was assumed 
three in the DSPRO process 
Scenario  Modules arrangement configurations  Symbol  
1 One module in the first stage only  1-0 
2 Two modules in the first stage only  2-0 
3 Three modules in the first stage only 3-0 
4 One module in the first stage and second stage  1-1 
5 One module in the first stage and two modules in the second stage 1-2 
6 Two modules in the first stage and one module in the second stage 2-1 
 
Scenarios 1 to 3 in Table 1 illustrate the impact of increasing the number of PRO 
modules on the conventional PRO process performance which was early explained. 
Figure 4A shows PRO processes in which Dead Sea (DS) water was the draw solution 
whereas in Figure 4B RO brine and Seawater (SW) were the draw solutions. Increasing 
the PRO modules from one to three of the conventional PRO process resulted in up to 
70% increase of the power generation when Dead Sea water was coupled with 
wastewater as the feed solution [Figure 4A]. Using three PRO modules instead of one in 
the conventional PRO increased the power generation by 1.5 times for the seawater-
wastewater salinity gradient resource [Figure 4B]. A comparison between scenario 2 and 
scenario 4 would explain the dependence of the DSPRO performance on the type of 
salinity gradient resource. In the case of Dead Sea-wastewater, RO brine-wastewater, 
and seawater-wastewater, a neutral or negative impact on the osmotic energy yield 
occurred when scenario 4 of the DSPRO replaced scenario 2 of the conventional PRO. 
For example, a negative impact of 3% decrease of the power generation occurred when 
scenario 4 of the DSPRO replaced scenario 2 of the conventional PRO process [Table 2]. 
On the contrary, a tangible increase of the power generation occurred when scenario 4 
of the DSPRO replaced scenario 2 of the conventional PRO for the Dead Sea-seawater 
and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradients. Power generation increased up to 14% when 
scenario 4 of the DSPRO replaced scenario 2 of the conventional PRO. Scenario 5 
represented a DSPRO process of one PRO module in the first stage and two PRO 
modules in second stage of the DSPRO process. Compared with scenario 3 of the 
conventional PRO, about 15% increase of the power generation was achieved in the 
case of Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resource when scenario 5 of the DSPRO was 
applied. For Dead Sea-wastewater salinity gradient resource, scenario 5 of the DSPRO 
resulted in 6% decrease of the power generation compared to scenario 3 of the 
conventional PRO. In scenario 6 of the DSPRO, two PRO modules were in the first stage 
and one PRO module was in the second stage of the DSPRO process. 18% increase of the 
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power generation was achieved for Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resource when 
scenario 6 of the DSPRO process replaced scenario 3 of the conventional PRO process. 
For the Dead Sea-wastewater, seawater-wastewater and RO brine-wastewater salinity 
gradients, scenario 6 of the DSPRO demonstrated a neutral performance compared with 
scenario 3 of the conventional PRO; i.e. no significant change of the power generation. 
Therefore, DSPRO has no advantage over the conventional PRO at low feed 
concentrations such as wastewater and river water. 
 
Table 2 summarizes the comparison results for scenarios 1 to 6. Apparently, scenarios 4 
to 6 of the DSPRO process were not advantageous when a low concentration 
wastewater was the feed solution. For a relatively high concentration feed solutions, 
such as seawater and RO brine; scenarios 4 to 6 of the DSPRO process outperformed 
scenarios 2 and 3 of the conventional PRO process respectively. Scenario 6 of the DSPRO 
demonstrated up to 18% increase of the power generation compared to scenario 3 of 
the conventional PRO. This suggests that DSPRO process performs better for the salinity 
gradient resources with a relatively high feed concentration due to the severe 
concentrative concentration polarization developed on the feed side. Intense 
concentration polarization decreases the net driving force across the PRO membrane 
and energy yield of the process. This issue was alleviated in the DSPRO process since raw 























































































































Figure 4: Maximum specific energy yield of the DSPRO: A) salinity gradient resources 
Dead Sea-seawater, Dead Sea-wastewater, and Dead Sea-RO brine; B) RO brine-
wastewater and seawater-wastewater. The normalized membrane of the second stage 
A2-norm for scenario 5 is 27%, 11%, 45%, 19%, and 17% for Dead Sea-seawater, seawater-
wastewater, Dead Sea-wastewater, Dead Sea-RO brine, and RO brine-wastewater 
respectively. The normalized membrane of the second stage A2-norm for scenario 6 is 40%, 
20%, 66%, 27%, and 28% for Dead Sea-seawater, seawater-wastewater, Dead Sea-
wastewater, Dead Sea-RO brine, and RO brine-wastewater respectively. 
 
Table 2: Changes of maximum specific energy of salinity gradient resources at different 
membrane modules arrangements in conventional and dual stage PRO process.  
Scenarios 
comparison  
Change of power generation (%) for salinity gradient resource 
DS-SW DS-WW DS-RO brine SW-WW RO brine-WW 
2 vs. 4 10% -3% 14% 0% 0% 
3 vs. 5 14% -6% 15% -1% 0% 
3 vs. 6 15% -0.5% 18% 0% 0% 
 
 
To better understand the behavior of PRO process, we investigated the Sxj-N along the 
PRO module for each stage of the DSPRO process. In the PRO process, water permeation 
across the membrane resulted in the dilution and concentration of draw and feed 
solution. Consequently, a gradual drop of the membrane flux occurred as a result of 
simultaneous reduction of the net driving force [Figure 2B]. The slightly depleted salinity 
gradient resource induced less water permeation flow when it travels from one module 
to other. Therefore, conventional PRO process suffered from a gradual deterioration of 
B 
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the net driving force across the PRO membrane. In the DSPRO process, a raw feed 
solution was applied in the second stage of the DSPRO process; this led to a chemical 
potential jump and increased the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane. In 
other words, the depleted salinity gradient resource was rejuvenated when it entered 
the second stage of the DSPRO process. Sxj-N was plotted along the PRO membrane 
module for scenarios 1 to 6 as illustrated in Figure 5. For a single PRO membrane 
module PRO process, scenario 1, a sharp drop of Sxj-N occurred along the membrane 
module. This was mainly due to the high water permeation induced by the elevated 
osmotic pressure gradient across the membrane. For example, Sxj-N at the outlet of the 
first PRO module of stage one (1 meter from the entrance) was 68% for the Dead Sea-
wastewater salinity gradient [Figure 5B]; this suggests that 32% of the salinity gradient 
energy was recovered by the first PRO module. For Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO 
brine, Sxj-N at the outlet of the first PRO module of stage one was 58% and 55% of the 
maximum specific energy respectively [Figure 5A and 5C]; i.e. 42% and 45% of the Dead 
Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient energy respectively, was 
recovered by the first PRO module of stage one. The results suggest that for a given 
concentration of draw solution, energy recovery by the PRO process increased at higher 
feed concentrations due to the rapid decrease of chemical potential difference across 
the PRO membrane. For RO brine-wastewater and seawater-wastewater salinity 
gradients, Sxj-N at the outlet of the first PRO module of stage one was 82% and 88% 
[Figure 5D, and 5E]. Apparently, the energy recovered by the first PRO module of stage 
one was, respectively, 12% and 18% of the maximum specific energy which indicated 
that lower energy was harvested from these salinity gradient resources compared with 
the Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine. Indeed, this was due to the lower 
chemical potential difference across the membrane which affected the permeation flow. 
 
Adding a second PRO module to the first stage of the PRO process, scenario 2, increased 
the energy recovery from the salinity gradient resource. Energy recovery by the second 
PRO module, however, was less than that of the first PRO module because of the lower 
osmotic energy of the salinity gradient to the second PRO module. For example, Sxj-N at 
the end of the second PRO module of stage one (2 meter from the entrance) was 43%, 
58% and 39% for Dead Sea-seawater, Dead Sea-wastewater and Dead Sea-RO brine 
salinity gradients respectively; this suggests that 10% to 16% of the salinity gradient 
energy was harvested by the second module. In the case of RO brine-wastewater and 
seawater-wastewater, only 5% to 10% of the salinity gradient energy was recovered by 
the second PRO module of the PRO process. Around 6% of the salinity gradient energy 
was recovered by the third PRO module of the PRO process, scenario 3.  This holds for 
the all salinity gradient resources. The low energy recovery by the third PRO module was 
an indicative of the degeneration of the draw solution which resulted in a reduced 
osmotic pressure gradient across the membrane. Energy recovery from a salinity 
gradient, obviously, decreased in the order from module one to three.  
 
A sharp increase of the osmotic energy potential occurred when the second stage PRO 
process was introduced, scenarios 4 to 6 [Figure 5]. The raw feed solution introduced at 
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the second stage of the DSPRO process caused a sharp jump of the salinity gradient 
osmotic energy [Figure 5A and 5C]. Relatively, a significant chemical potential difference 
was re-built across the PRO membrane and resulted in a substantial increase of the 
osmotic energy compared to that of the first stage of the PRO process. This was 
particularly apparent in the cases of coupling Dead Sea water draw solution with 
seawater or RO brine feed solution; though the change of the osmotic energy was less 
noticeable for the salinity gradient resources used wastewater as a feed solution. This 
was because of the low concentration of wastewater compared to seawater and RO 
brine feed solutions. Introducing a raw wastewater feed to the second stage of 
scenarios 5 and 6 of the DSPRO process did not significantly affect the chemical 
potential difference across the membrane; hence a subtle increase of the osmotic 
energy potential occurred [Table 3]. For Dead Sea- wastewater, seawater-wastewater 
and RO brine-wastewater salinity gradients, 1% to 2% increase of the Sxj-N occurred by 
introducing a second stage PRO according to scenarios 5 and 6 of the DSPRO process. 
Meanwhile, between 12% and 23% increase of the Sxj-N was achieved by introducing the 
second stage of the DSPRO process for Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine 
salinity gradient resources. In general, the extent of Sxj-N change was attributed to the 
chemical concentration difference across the PRO membrane. Table 3, however, shows 
that scenario 6 demonstrated higher increase of the specific energy than scenario 5 of 
the DSPRO process for the Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient 
resources. 
 
According to scenario 6 of the DSPRO, there was 19% and 23% increase of the Sxj-N for 
the Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine Salinity gradient resources respectively 
[Table 3]. The corresponding values for scenario 5 of the DSPRO process were 12% and 
16% respectively for Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine Salinity gradient 
resources. As such, scenario 6 performed better than scenario 5 of the DSPRO process. 
However, there was not a tangible advantage of scenario 6 over scenario 5 of the DSPRO 
for the Dead Sea-wastewater, RO brine-wastewater, and seawater-wastewater salinity 
gradient resources. It should be noted that for scenario 4 of the DSPRO process, adding 
a second stage PRO process would have the same initial impact of scenario 5 of the 
DSPRO. Scenarios 4 and 5, the second stage PRO process was introduced after the first 
PRO membrane module of stage one of the DSPRO.  
 
Despite the unsatisfactory performance of DSPRO process in the case of wastewater 
feed solution. The process demonstrated 10% to 18% higher energy yield than the 
conventional PRO process for the Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity 
gradients [Figure 4]. DSPRO performance varied according to the arrangement of 
membrane modules of the first and second stage of the DSPRO process which is 
represented in scenarios 5 and 6. The latter scenario demonstrated slightly higher 
energy yield than scenario 5 [Table 2]. This was attributed to the higher osmotic energy 
of the salinity gradient resource in the case of scenario 6 of the DSPRO. This explains the 
slightly higher energy yield of scenario 6 compared to scenario 5 [Figure 4A]. It should 
be noted, however, that energy recovery from a salinity gradient resource by the PRO 
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process decreases gradually with increasing the number of modules in the stage due to 
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Figure 5: Specific energy in conventional (single stage) PRO and DSPRO modules in the 
pressure vessel: A) Dead Sea-seawater; B) Dead Sea-wastewater; C) Dead Sea-RO brine; 
D) RO brine-wastewater; E) seawater-wastewater. The normalized membrane of the 
second stage A2-norm for scenario 5 was 27%, 11%, 45%, 19%, and 17%, and for scenario 6 
40%, 20%, 66%, 27%, and 28%, respectively.  
 
 
Table 3: % increase of Sx-N of the salinity gradient resource by introducing the second 
PRO stage; dual stage PRO process was introduced either after the first PRO module of 
first stage or after the second PRO module of the first stage.  
Scenario  Salinity gradient resources Sx-N increase 
DS-SW DS-WW DS-RO brine RO brine-WW SW-WW 
4 & 5 12% 1% 16% 1% 1% 
6 19% 2% 23% 2% 2% 
 
 
4. Limitations and impact of feed pressure: 
 
One of the key operating parameters in the PRO process is the applied hydraulic 
pressure across the membrane. Hydraulic pressure affects power density of the PRO 
process; previous studies concluded that the maximum amount of power density occurs 
at hydraulic pressure equals to half of the osmotic pressure gradient across the 
membrane: i.e. 2/P  [29]. Theoretically, it is possible to increase the hydraulic 
E: SW-WW 
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pressure of draw solution to 2/ for an optimum PRO performance. But technically, 
this is not always feasible especially when the chemical potential difference between 
the draw and feed solution is significant. Technical obstacles, such as the mechanical 
strength of the PRO membrane, impede the application of elevated hydraulic pressures 
to prevent membrane damage. This is particularly important in the case of a significant 
osmotic pressure difference between the draw and feed solutions. For example, the 
optimum hydraulic pressure, ∆P, to achieve a maximum power density for the Dead Sea-
seawater and the Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resources are 106 bar and 91 bar 
respectively. Although these hydraulic pressures can theoretically be delivered, the 
status of current PRO membranes does not allow increasing the hydraulic pressure to 
such levels as it will damage the membrane. DSPRO plant using Dead Sea draw solution 
can be coupled with a Reverse Osmosis desalination plant for power generation and 
fresh water supply which is much needed in that region. Both Mediterranean seawater 
and Red Sea can be used as the feed water of the DSPRO process. Dead Sea coupling 
with RO brine, for example, would not only generate power from a renewable resource 
but also reduce the environmental impact of desalination process as the diluted draw 
solution returns to Dead Sea to replenish water evaporation [8]. The other advantage of 
Dead Sea-RO brine osmotic power plant is that the RO brine feed solution would not 
require pretreatment since it has already been treated for the RO.  
 
Figure 6 shows the impact of various hydraulic feed pressures on the power generation 
of the first stage and the second stage of the DSPRO process. Total specific power 
generation, Es-t, was calculated as the sum of specific power generation of the first and 
the second stage of the DSPRO process. For Dead Sea-seawater, the specific power 
generation of the first stage of the DSPRO process reached a maximum amount of a 
0.425 kWh/m3 at a 110 bar hydraulic feed pressure; i.e. 2/P  [Figure 6A]. For the 
second stage of the DSPRO process, the specific power generation reached a maximum 
amount of a 0.242 kWh/m3 at a 90 bar; this hydraulic pressure was less than 2/ . In 
the case of Dead Sea-RO brine [Figure 6B], the specific power generation of the first 
stage of the DSPRO process reached a maximum amount of a 0.255 kWh/m3 at 90 bar; 
this hydraulic pressure is equal to 2/ . However, the specific power generation of the 
second stage of the DSPRO process reached a maximum value of a 0.16 kWh/m3 at 85 
bar instead of 90 bar. For the Dead Sea-seawater salinity gradient resource, the total 
specific power generation of the DSPRO process reached a maximum amount of a 0.61 
kWh/m3 at 100 bar hydraulic pressure. Whilst for the Dead Sea-RO brine salinity 
gradient resource, the total specific power generation reached a maximum value of 0.41 
kWh/m3 at 85 bar hydraulic pressure instead of a 90 bar for the conventional PRO 
process. Interestingly, the specific power generation of DSPRO process reached a 
maximum amount at a hydraulic pressure less than 2/ . This suggests that DSPRO 
process can be operated at hydraulic pressures less than that recommended for the 
conventional single stage PRO process. As such, the operating cost of the DSPRO would 
be slightly decreased due to the application of lower hydraulic pressure than required 
for the conventional PRO process. Furthermore, introducing a second stage PRO process 
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contributed 37% and 39% to the total power generation by the DSPRO process for the 
Dead Sea-seawater and Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient respectively.  
 
Applying elevated feed pressures, is not feasible and may compromise the mechanical 
strength of the PRO membrane in the long term. Energy recovery from a salinity 
gradient resource would be higher for the DSPRO than the conventional PRO process. 
For example, at a moderate applied hydraulic pressure of 50 bar, power generation of 
the Dead Sea-seawater salinity gradient resource was 0.29 kWh/m3 for the conventional 
PRO process but increased to 0.488 kWh/m3 for the DSPRO process. As such, DSPRO 
process achieved 67% increase of the power generation compared to the conventional 
PRO process. For the Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resource, power generation at 
50 bar hydraulic pressure was 0.195 kWh/m3 and 0.328 kWh/m3 for the conventional 
PRO and DSPRO process respectively. This suggests that DSPRO achieved 68% more 
power generation than the conventional PRO process. This higher power density 
achieved by the DSPRO would increase the energy output of the osmotic power plant 
without compromising the cost significantly. As abovementioned, adding a second stage 
PRO process would not require a high pressure pump, feeds pretreatment, and the PRO 
membrane area is proportional to the feed flow rate in second stage. Luckily, the cost of 
new Toyobo PRO membranes is equal to that of the RO membranes.   
 
Dead Sea coupling with seawater or RO brine forms one of the most studied salinity 
gradient resources [8, 17, 25]. Characteristically, this salinity gradient will be well 
invested by the DSPRO process for power generation. Dead Sea salinity gradient 
requires hydraulic pressure over 90 bar when it is coupled with seawater or RO brine. 
Commercial PRO Hollow Fiber (HF) membranes have been reported to operate at 30 bar 
hydraulic pressure using RO brine-wastewater salinity gradient [10]. For Dead Sea-
seawater using scenario 6 of the DSPRO process and 30 bar hydraulic pressure resulted 
in a power generation of a 0.42 kWh/m3; this is about 35% of the maximum specific 
energy of the salinity gradient resource. The corresponding power generation for a 
DSPRO process operating at 106 bar hydraulic pressure was 0.75 kWh/m3 which 64% of 
the maximum specific energy of the salinity gradient resource.  The other advantage of 
the DSPRO process is the low membrane fouling which increases at high recovery rates 
or when a low quality feed solution such as wastewater effluent is applied. Chemicals 
use due to membrane cleaning or fouling control would be reduced accordingly.  
 
PRO process, in general, performs better at elevated chemical potential difference 
across the membrane because of the high osmotic energy of the salinity gradient 
resource. Unfortunately, the sever concentration polarization effects compromises the 
performance of PRO process; this is particularly important when high concentration 
draw solution such as Dead Sea is coupled with seawater or RO brine. In such case, 
introducing a second stage PRO process would increase the chemical potential 
difference across the membrane and the specific energy of the salinity gradient resource 
increases as well. The novel design of DSPRO in which a raw feed solution is introduced 
to the second stage of the DSPRO process will reduce the effect of concentrative 
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concentration polarization. Though, the advantage of DSPRO is less obvious in the case 
of low salinity feed solution, such as wastewater, due to the negligible concentrative 
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Figure 6: Impact of feed pressure on the specific power generation and the maximum 
available specific energy of salinity gradient resource: A) Dead Sea-Seawater salinity 
A: DS-SW 








gradient resource; B) Dead Sea-RO brine salinity gradient resource. Dead Sea is 5 M NaCl, 





Single and dual stage PRO process was evaluated for power generation using different 
types of salinity gradient resources and membrane module configurations in the 
pressure vessel. Ignoring the membrane fouling, DSPRO outperformed the conventional 
PRO process especially at high feed concentration. The second stage PRO process 
rejuvenated the osmotic energy of salinity gradient resources by introducing less 
concentrated draw solution and decreased the effect of concentration polarization. This 
increased the harvested osmotic energy by the DSPRO process. For low salinity feed 
solution such as river water and wastewater effluent, staging the PRO process can not 
be easily justified when membrane fouling is ignored due to its average performance 
compared to the conventional process. The simulation results found that the maximum 
power density of DSPRO was achieved at a hydraulic pressure less than 2/ . The 
increase of membrane area was found to increase the energy harvested by the PRO 
process but had limited effect on the process performance due to the intensive 
concentration polarization effects. Practically, DSPRO process benefits from the high 
osmotic potential of salinity gradient due to its configuration. Applying fresh feed 
solution in the second stage of the DSPRO process remains one of the key parameters in 
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